
Tonal Chain-Shifts as Anti-Neutralization-induced Tone Sandhi 
The issue: In this paper, I argue that the attested range of tonal chain-shifts in Southern Min languages 
(e.g., the Tone Circle in Mainstream Taiwanese/Xiamen and Coastal Taiwanese) can be captured in OT 
by the appropriate ranking of a family of constraints militating against syncretism in a tonal paradigm. 
Asian-type tone sandhi thus contrasts with African-type tone sandhi, which is driven by form-internal 
well-formedness conditions. 

The analysis: Tone sandhi in Southern Min languages takes place in non-final positions in a phonological 
phrase (Chen 2000), if the final position is not occupied by a function word. I claim that tonal chain-shifts 
are triggered by phonetically-based constraints on the appearance of contour and high-register tones, 

respectively: (i) The Contour-tone Licensing Condition: contour tones are disallowed in non-final 
positions of a phonological phrase because the syllable duration is comparably shorter (Zhang 2001). By 

ranking MAX-(TONE)LONGER-σ over *CONTOUR-TONE, Right Prominence can therefore be assured (i.e., a 
citation tone is retained in final position), as in (1); (ii) Lowering of High-register tones: high-register 
tones tend to be lowered in non-final positions because perceptually-salient tones are not compatible with 
non-prominent positions (cf. the Peak-prominence effect in de Lacy 2002). Accordingly, those “contour 
tones” or “High-register tones” must be modulated to be either “level tones” or “Low-register tones”, 

resulting in merger with level/Low-register tones in sandhi position; (iii) I introduce a *MERGER 
constraint family (Flemming 1995; Padgett 2003), which causes the level/Low-register tones to alter to 
prevent paradigmatic merger. The analysis of Coastal Taiwanese tone sandhi is demonstrated in (2). An 
additional Anti-Faithfulness constraint allows us to derive the famous Tone Circle in Mainstream 
Taiwanese/Xiamen, as is exemplified in (3).  

Further implications: (a) Productivity in Taiwanese tone sandhi (TTS): Former studies (Hsieh 1976; 
Wang 1995) surprisingly report that nonce words are often not subjected to appropriate tone sandhi rules 
by native speakers in experimental settings (error rates are around 50%-75%). Therefore TTS as 
“allomorph selection” is proposed in Tsay and Myers (1996), because the tone sandhi rules seem to lack 
psycholinguistic reality. However, it is evident that Japanese loanwords into Taiwanese do participate in 
tone sandhi. If the above analysis is correct, tonal chain-shifts require computation over “sets of 
candidates”, not a single token. This suggests that a subject might require explicit mention of all the items 
in a tonal paradigm to determine the appropriate output for each nonce word in sandhi position. (b) 
Extension to typology of tone sandhi: When all the anti-merger constraints are dominated by tonal 
markedness constraints, absolute tonal neutralization results; this pattern is attested in the so-called 
“accentualized” tone sandhi of New Chongming (Chen 2000). On the other hand, if the faithfulness 
constraints are top-ranked, then the ranking predicts that no tone sandhi will be observed. This is exactly 
the case in Cantonese, modulo repair of phonotactically dispreferred sequences (Yip 2000). In sum, the 
present diagnoses show that Asian-type tone sandhi can be motivated by the avoidance (or tolerance) of 
neutralization in non-prominent positions.   
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(1) Right Prominence in Southern Min tone sandhi 
 [CC…T]P-Phrase Max-(Tone)Longer-σ *Contour Tone C=contour tone; T=citation; T’=level tone 

a. [CC…T] P-Phrase  *!*  

!b. [T’T’…T] P-Phrase   Cand. (b) causes merger with level tones. 

 
(2) Coastal Taiwanese (Checked tones are ignored) 
 [H/M/L/LM/HL-T]P-Phrase *H *Merge(M) *Merge(H) *Merge *Rise *Fall Ident-OO(Register) 

!a. H→M, M→L, L→HL, HL→MH, LM→L     * * * ** (L→HL, M→L) 

b. H→M, M→M, L→L, LM→L, HL→HL    *!*  *  

c. H→M, M→M, L→L, LM→LM, HL→HL  *!  * * *  

(NB: The high rising tone (MH) is not lexical tone.) 
 
(3) Mainstream Taiwanese (or Xiamen) (Checked tones are ignored) 
 [H/M/L/LM/HL-T]P-Phrase *Rise *Merge(H) *Merge(L) *Merge *Fall ¬Ident-OO(H-Register) 

!a. LM→M, M→L, L→HL, HL→H, H→M    * * ** (H→M, HL→H) 

b. LM→M, M→M, L→L, HL→HL, H→H    *  * ***! (H→H, M→M, HL→HL) 

c. LM→M, M→L, L→L, HL→HL, H→H   *! * * ** (H→H, HL→HL) 

d. LM→M, M→L, L→M, HL→L, H→L   ***! ****   

(NB: H, M, HL=H(igh)-Register; L, LM=L(ow)-Register.) 
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